ABSTRACT. The degree d part of the cokernel C d of the Johnson homomorphism decomposes into irreducible Sp-modules indexed by partitions of d − 2r for r ≥ 0:
INTRODUCTION
We refer to [1] for all definitions.
Let C d be the degree d part of the Johnson cokernel. It is known that
is a direct sum of irreducible Sp-modules indexed by partitions of the integer k.
It is the purpose of this addendum to prove the following theorem, which establishes Conjecture 7.2 of [1] . We slightly modify our notation and use the letter V to denote our symplectic vector space, rather than H as in [1] . Recall that V d ⊂ V ⊗d is the intersection of the kernels of all pairwise contractions and that π : V ⊗d → V d is a natural projection. (See section 5 of [1] ). Recall also the Enomoto-Satoh trace map (cf. Theorem 4.2 of 
V in which the labeling coefficients are assumed to be in V s , where s is the number of hairs. (See section 5 of [1] .)
The next theorem gives an exact graphical characterization of the (stable) Johnson cokernel.
Proof. The Johnson cokernel, by Hain's theorem (cf. introduction to [1] ), can be seen as the quotient of T d (V) by iterated brackets of tripods. I.e. let br :
We consider the following commutative diagram:
is defined on tensor products of tripods, by taking their disjoint union and adding edges in all possible ways. The tripods inherit an order from the tensor product.
The commutativity of the left square is related to the fact that Tr is a chain map. Let t 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ t d be a tensor product of tripods. Applying br to this tensor product sums over joining t 1 to t 2 along a (solid) edge in all ways, then joining t 3 to the result and so forth. Taking the trace now adds some additional dotted edges connecting some of the hairs. On the other hand, taking the trace of t 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ t d means adding several dotted edges to some of the hairs. Applying β now joins t 1 to t 2 by converting dotted edges joining them to solid edges, i.e. contracting the first two trees in all possible ways in the graph. Applying β again contracts the now-joined t 1 and t 2 with the third tree etc. So β d−1 (Tr(t 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ t d )) corresponds to taking an iterated bracket of t 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ t d followed by adding some external edges, the same result as going the other way around the square.
The commutativity of the right square follows since π operates on the labeling coefficients, which are not involved in the definition of β.
The composition π • Tr C along the bottom is an isomorphism by Theorem 5.4 of [1] which quotes Corollary 3.7 of [2] . In fact the top composition π • Tr C is also an isomorphism, which follows from the same method of proof as in [2] . The only difference is that instead of defining Tr on d T 1 (V), which yields an order on the vertices of the image graph up to even permutation, we instead define it on T 1 (V) ⊗d , yielding a fixed order on the vertices. However, none of the arguments used in the proof of Corollary 3.7 of [2] is affected by the presence of a global order.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The top level partitions correspond to rank 1 graphs. Let H 1,d,r (V) be the subspace of H 1,d (V) spanned by graphs of rank r. We want to show that
This latter space can be pictured as a loop with hairs, modulo the relation that one can slide a hair across the edge as in Theorem 4.1 of [1] . Numbering the vertices of the loop consecutively, we see that β d−1 applied to such a graph gives this slide relation, as in Figure 1 (1). Thus
. It will either be 0, or all but one of the applications of β will correspond to a unique contraction. This one exceptional case will then involve two trees a and b connected by a pair of edges as in Figure 1 (3) . Applying β iteratively fills in the dotted edges in these trees to treesâ andb respectively. This maps toâb −bâ ∈ (V ⊗d ) D 2d and is trivial there, since the two terms differ by a cyclic permutation.
(1) 
